
 

 

BREAKING NEWS  
 

Weather / Vessel Schedule Changes / Port Congestion / Industrial Action 
 
 

The task of moving containers to and from Australian Ports during Covid 19 has become more 
difficult over the last days. 
 
Weather conditions, port and terminal congestion & vessel “bunching” together with Shipping line 
schedule alterations has affected our ability to deliver in our normal timely and efficient manner.   
 
Poor weather reduces the flow of containers onto and off the wharf. The effect of slower 
movement are delays in vessel processing which leads to the “bunching” of vessels in port. The 
knock-on effect is that either a vessel sits off port waiting for a berth or Shipping Lines change 
vessel port call rotations at the last minute. These changes can place additional strain on the 
landside container logistics task due to volume surges and shortened timeframes at container 
parks and ports.. 
 
Currently to avoid congestion in Sydney some vessels are sailing on to call at Melbourne first, this 
will bring forward Import deliveries and export receivals in Melbourne while delaying the same in 
Sydney. The decision to change port rotation is made by the Shipping Line generally at the last 
minute based on live conditions within the next port of call. We apologise if your cargo is affected. 
In general our systems will reflect updated information and we will advise our customers via a 
Cargo Update alert as soon as is possible however as the Shipping Lines are making schedule 
changes at the last moment we may not have information to hand as soon as we would wish.  
 
In addition to these challenges there is planned protected industrial action announced at DP 
World's terminals in Australia from next week. This industrial action will affect DP Worlds turn 
around times and will most likely lead to Shipping Lines utilising other Terminals which will 
become further congested. 
 
We will continue to monitor this situation and will further advise as soon as possible if any of your 
deliveries are affected. 
 
If you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact your local BTL office. 
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